
FEATURE

Linear Polyethylene .

Length: 67,71 in., Width: 23,03 in., Height: 82.5 in.

Yellow and orange (+ colors on demand).

39,68 lb.

87.17 us gal.

Technical Data:

* Made out in:

* Measure:

* Line colors:

* Empty weight:

* Volume:

Ÿ Very useful as a limiter, signaliser and safety provider on road and construction
Ÿ works.
Ÿ Also can guide the traffic as a central barrier in highways.
Ÿ Manufactured out in one solid piece.
Ÿ Outstanding stability and firmness in its body.
Ÿ Long life and hard resistence to weathering like extreme temperatures.
Ÿ UV ray protection included.
Ÿ The uniform thick of its internal walls traduces in a better performing in a  

normal daily hard use.
Ÿ Maximun versatility can fill it with water, sand or can be use empty 
Ÿ Conventional cap for the fill-in valve and another on below part for drainage.
Ÿ On top has the option to put a cap type arrow with two reflectives in front and 

rear faces.
Ÿ It has 2 archs on below base for a free water pass.
Ÿ With two bidirectional chevrons on each side marked along its body with the 

option of reflective added on it, making barrier more visible on dark hours.
Ÿ Its bond system “male-female” bold type make easier straight rows or curves.
Ÿ The assembly is simple to do, a one person job.
Ÿ Can create circles from 6.5 yds diameter and so on, with various elements, with 

a 30º turn angle -allowed by the link- between each barrier and another, also 
curves and any form according your needs.

Ÿ Complies with Mexico City traffic authority standard. 
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Fill-in valve cap 
type Arrow.
with two reflectives: 
front and rear faces. 

23.03 in.

9.05 in.

Leader don´t follow steps
... marks the way

Diamond Barrier
Code: B-174

Lago Ayarza No. 88-A, Bodega N, Col. San Diego Ocoyoacac, Alcaldia Miguel Hidalgo, C.P. 11290
Mexico City., Phones.: (52) 55 53.99.19.08 and (52) 53.99.90.33     email: info@multisenal.com.mx

Measures are nominal
and can vary,

between +- 2%.
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